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The COVID-19 pandemic forced many people to convert their daily work lives to a “virtual” format where everyone connected remotely from their home. In this new, virtual environment, accessibility barriers changed, in some respects for the better (e.g., more flexibility) and in other aspects, for the worse (e.g., problems including American Sign Language interpreters over video calls). Microsoft Research held its first cohort of all virtual interns in 2020. We, the authors, full time and intern members and affiliates of the Ability Team, a research team focused on accessibility, reflect on our virtual work experiences as a team consisting of members with a variety of abilities, positions, and seniority during the summer intern season. Through our autoethnographic method, we provide a nuanced view into the experiences of a mixed-ability, virtual team, and how the virtual setting affected the team’s accessibility. We then reflect on these experiences, noting the successful strategies we used to promote access and the areas in which we could have further improved access. Finally, we present guidelines for future virtual mixed-ability teams looking to improve access.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The COVID-19 pandemic has accelerated changes in the way that many people collaborate. In particular, many schools and workplaces in the US have shifted interactions to predominately online remote settings [34]. This change involved
shifts in protocols, including a higher reliance on remote connectivity software, including video call apps (e.g., Zoom and Skype) and integrative platforms that facilitate various forms of remote collaboration (e.g., Slack and Microsoft Teams) [39]. Since about 1 in 4 Americans have some type of disability [17], many people making this shift to remote collaboration are disabled, including a diverse range of disabilities and accessibility requirements.

This shift to remote collaboration impacted access for many people with disabilities. Since 2020, several papers have explored the challenges and benefits of a virtual setting in the context of accessibility with foci on specific technology features (e.g., the effects of text chats during video calls [39]) and people with specific disabilities (e.g., people who are Deaf [26]). However, no work has yet explored challenges and synergies of meetings among people with multiple abilities in a virtual setting (e.g., blind, d/Deaf, and non-disabled). Mixed-ability teams must not only ensure that individual team members have access, but also face the challenge of communicating and coordinating across disabilities. For example, accommodations may conflict between different disabilities [21] (e.g., a preference for visual communication by DHH individuals vs. oral communication by blind team members). Organizations may not be prepared to accommodate such diverse teams and needs, especially during a rapid shift to virtual environments.

In this work, we examine the interplay of virtual work and mixed abilities to help address such problems and enrich the growing field of work about virtual engagement. Utilizing an autoethnographic research method, 11 team members of Microsoft’s Ability Team journaled about our experiences on the mixed-ability team for three to four months. Five authors, whom we refer to as “meta-authors,” then iteratively examined the data, to identify five key, interdependent themes. We experienced several virtual (in)accessibilities that arose from the new, online context. As this was the first virtual internship and the Ability Team’s intern cohort with the most diversity in abilities, we experimented with ways of establishing and executing accommodations in the workplace. We quickly found that the list of mixed-ability accommodations we needed to follow was difficult to remember, and in some cases, accommodations conflicted with each other in ways that had not been experienced in-person. Finally, we discussed how important allyship was this summer, and how power dynamics impacted overall accommodation success.

We also created a set of guidelines around how we would advise those in a similar situation, reflecting on which norms and accommodations we established for the summer were successful in promoting access and which had room for improvement. These guidelines focus on 1) the community co-creation of norms that leverage interdependence and shared vulnerability, 2) the invisibility of accessibility failures and access labor, and 3) the impact that attitude had on accommodation execution and overall comfort with discussion of access needs.

In summary, the primary contributions of this work include: (1) in depth accounts on five key factors (virtual in-accessibility, difficulty remembering access accommodations, conflicting accommodations, allyship, and power dynamics) that influenced our experience, (2) reflections on how these factors interplayed and helped or hindered the accessibility of our group, and (3) a set of guidelines for future virtual mixed-ability teams.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Accessibility in Remote Work

Remote work practices, and its challenges and benefits, for non-disabled people are well documented in the literature [4, 7, 16]. A smaller number of prior studies have also explored positive and negative aspects of remote work for people with disabilities [27, 30, 31]. For example, the opportunity to work from home can increase flexibility in work routine and thus reduce pain and fatigue-related barriers for people with disabilities, particularly those with limited mobility and chronic health conditions [31]. Despite such scholarly attention towards the prospects of remote work for
people with disabilities, employers and law enforcement agencies have not traditionally considered remote work as a form of "reasonable accommodation" under the American with Disabilities Act [50] due to the perceived reduction in productivity and performance of essential job duties while working remotely [1]. The sudden shift in work practices due to the COVID-19 pandemic, coupled with demonstrated productivity [34], however, has strengthened the feasibility of remote work. As such, many organizations have shown interest in a hybrid work model with flexible options for remote work in a post-pandemic era [37].

While increased acceptance of remote work may raise new employment opportunities for people with disabilities [41], researchers have begun studying how discriminatory organizational policies [18, 20] and lack of accessibility in remote collaboration tools [47] may also perpetuate and replicate accessibility challenges in remote work. For example, Tang [47] highlighted that mainstream video calling tools negatively affect digital representation of people with vision and hearing impairments, while the highly visual nature of screen sharing makes it difficult for screen reader users to consume shared content. Kushalnagar and Vogler described the technical complexities and workarounds for deaf and hard of hearing (DHH) people during teleconferencing sessions [26]. For example, DHH people need to navigate multiple visual channels for access (e.g., lip reading, American Sign Language (ASL) interpreter video, captions) while simultaneously following presenter slides and chat threads. Neurodivergent people who have autism, attention deficit/ hyperactivity disorder, learning disabilities and psychosocial disabilities must also navigate various sensory and cognitive stressors [54] and negotiate for accessible communication practices during remote meetings [11]. Collectively, this growing body of research sheds light on the access needs of people with disabilities in coordinating and communicating over remote collaboration technologies when teams are distributed in time and space and outlines guidelines and best practices for improving accessibility in remote work [11, 26, 47]. We extend this body of work by presenting and reflecting on our remote work experience as a team that includes disabled and non-disabled people with a variety of accommodation needs.

2.2 Accessibility in Mixed-Ability Collaboration

A large and growing body of literature within HCI investigates accessibility in mixed-ability teams. Closely related to our study, Bennett et al. [2] put forth the concept of interdependence drawing on disability studies scholarship [23], in which access is conceived of as co-created and sustained through “relationship between people and things.” Relatedly, prior work has explored the ways in which blind and sighted people collaboratively establish accessible living space [5], navigate unfamiliar environments [52], and perform shared tasks such as shopping [53], reading [46], and writing [10] together. Through video ethnography of visually impaired athletes and spectators, Thieme et al. foregrounded how negotiation of ability and assistance is entangled with interpersonal relationships, and how technology can be a meaningful part of ability negotiations instead of replacing human assistance [48]. Others have studied co-located collaboration between d/Deaf and hearing professionals [51], and between neurodiverse team members [55], where people with and without disabilities co-created access through moment-to-moment embodied interactions.

A common thread in prior work is that disability and accessibility are not static for an individual and that accommodations are not limited to certain assistive technologies and services [21]. Rather, accessibility is produced through “care work” [35] where people with and without disabilities continually attend to each other and fluidly adapt their work routines [3]. For instance, Jain et al. shared how graduate students with disabilities and their able-bodied allies established “uncharted accommodations,” and minimized accessibility issues by customizing technologies in-situ [25]. Still, these studies revealed tensions arising when people with diverse access strategies collaborate [11, 25], and how
people compromise and work through conflicting access needs [11, 21]. Situated in this emerging literature, our work brings in new perspectives by exploring all-virtual mixed-abilities collaboration.

2.3 Invisible Disability and Access Labor

The concepts of disability identity and visibility have a fraught history within the HCI and assistive technology literature. ASSETS and HCI scholarships have predominantly focused on specific sensory and cognitive disabilities, whereas mental and chronic health conditions that do not have continuous outward symptoms have remained largely underexplored [29]. Furthermore, much research carries an implicit medical lens, where diagnostic labels decide what counts as disability [38]. However, recent studies that draw upon disability studies scholarship reject a medicalized deficit narrative and foreground lived experiences of disabled people to uncover the nuanced personal relationships people have with disability identity, visibility, and disclosure (e.g., [15, 44]). For instance, the use of visible assistive tools (e.g., wheelchair or cane) can be beneficial in certain situations by “legitimizing” disabled behaviors [36], while also perpetuating harms imposed by stigmatization [44]. Thus, visibility of disability (and assistive technology) and social acceptability complicates when and how disabled people choose to hide their disability and when they disclose and advocate for accommodations [8, 32].

Related to this discourse, researchers have also foregrounded the invisibility of access labor [6], which refers to the (often unacknowledged) labor that is put into a scenario to improve access for an individual or group (e.g., scheduling interpreters) [2]. Disabled people often expend significant time and effort to work through and educate their peers about accessibility issues [2, 6]. Power dynamics and ability-based hierarchies also play a role, where part of the invisible work involves the emotional labor of weighing potential social costs against accommodation benefits [10] and navigating ableist institutional systems [43]. In our mixed-abilities experience, we explore the impact of virtual collaboration on visibility of both disability and accommodations, and the impact on access, allyship, and team dynamics.

3 METHODS

Our approach to data collection and analysis follows autoethnography, a qualitative research method where the researcher positions themselves as the participant and collects and examines data through self-reflection detailing their lived experiences within particular socio, political, and cultural contexts [14]. In the past decade, autoethnographic methods have been increasingly used in HCI research [22, 28, 42] to foreground rich personal insights that often cannot be captured through other research methods [12, 33]. Specifically within the field of accessibility, a number of recent studies have incorporated autoethnographic methods to center reflexive self-narratives of disabled researchers [21, 24, 25, 45]. In our project, we had two types of contributors: authors (6 people) and meta-authors (5 people). All authors and meta-authors participated in data collection. The meta-authors led the data analysis and writing.

3.1 Data Collection

Data collection began in June 2020 and consisted of two artifacts: fieldnotes [40] – notes documented within a week of an ‘event’ with people with mixed abilities, and retrospective accounts [13] – accounts of past events generated from memory. Each fieldnote or retrospective account contains a narrative description of the event (including technologies and stakeholders) and the writer’s personal interpretation (including emotional responses). Events included social meetings/team morale events (~20-30 total, though not all had relevant experiences to journal), weekly team meetings (~20 total), Microsoft Research-wide social events (~5 total), and organized intern events. In total, the retrospective accounts and fieldnotes document experiences of 11 people in about 6,000 words.
We established privacy in our journaling process by allowing contributors to report in separate documents that were not shared with the other contributors. Only the meta-authors were able to see this data, with explicit permissions from the contributors.

### 3.2 Data Analysis

The experience reports were analyzed using open, axial, and selective codings to articulate the social, cultural, and personal implications of mixed ability environments. At the beginning of the analysis, the first author read the experience notes and created eight initial codes (e.g., hidden access needs, power dynamics). These codes were shared with other meta-authors and revised based on critical discussions, which included adding other salient codes and removing or merging codes. This process generated nine axial codes. To ensure external validity and avoid misinterpretation [28], the final axial codes were shared with the authors, who coded their own experience reports under these codes on a shared document. During this process, we also allowed any new reflections on the contributed data relevant to the axial codes. Finally, the axial codes were combined into the final five overarching themes presented below, and exemplary vignettes were collected from the notes. These themes, codes, and vignettes form the foundation of this autoethnographic narrative. In addition, following autoethnographical best practices [14, 28], the paper drafts were shared at various stages with the authors.

### 4 TEAM COMPOSITION AND DYNAMICS

As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, Microsoft had its first all-remote summer intern cohort. The virtual internship process was new and therefore, introduced accessibility and other challenges. Additionally, the group of interns hired by our team, the Ability Team, had a diverse range of abilities. We describe the team and internship experience to contextualize our findings around working on a mixed abilities team in a fully virtual, industrial setting.

#### 4.1 Biographies

The Ability Team consisted of a diverse set of individuals with respect to their backgrounds and identities. Full-time Microsoft employees with a range of experience in industry and Microsoft served as official and unofficial mentors of the Ability Team interns or other teams that overlapped in focusing on accessibility. All of these official Ability Team members and affiliates attended weekly hour-long meetings to discuss research topics.

The meta-authors provide biographies in detail to provide context for how their backgrounds and identities influenced the study method. Looking to all authors, 5 authors identified as Asian and 6 as white; 4 identified as women and 8 as men; the average age was 32.9\(^1\) (range 24-60); and disability status is summarized in Table 1.

Kelly Mack is a second year PhD student. She identifies as disabled because of her chronic illness that morphs every few years. Her invisible disability often gives her passing privilege. During this internship, she faced significant, easily triggered motion sickness. A few seconds of an unsteady camera made her sick to her stomach for hours after. Her research is approached with a lens of disability studies and her own experiences with disability and currently focuses on accessibility of higher education.

---

\(^{1}\)One person abstained.
Table 1. The demographics of the 6 authors and 5 meta-authors who participated in the autoethnography. This is a single column figure as per the new ACM template.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Disability Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mack (meta-author)</td>
<td>Intern</td>
<td>Disabling chronic illness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Das (meta-author)</td>
<td>Intern</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jain (meta-author)</td>
<td>Intern</td>
<td>Hard of hearing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bragg (meta-author)</td>
<td>Full-time Researcher</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tang (meta-author)</td>
<td>Full-time Researcher</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Begel</td>
<td>Full-time Researcher</td>
<td>ADHD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erin Benetau</td>
<td>Intern</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Josh Urban Davis</td>
<td>Intern</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abraham Glasser</td>
<td>Intern</td>
<td>Deaf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joon Sung Park</td>
<td>Intern</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venkatesh Potluri</td>
<td>Intern</td>
<td>Blind</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Maitraye Das is a fourth year PhD candidate. Broadly, her research focuses on studying and designing for accessible collaborative content production in mixed-ability teams. Her work is informed by literature in CSCW and disability studies as well as her in-depth fieldwork and volunteering experience at local communities where she designs technologies with and for disabled community members.

Dhruv Jain is a fourth year PhD candidate. His research focuses on design and evaluation of sound sensing and feedback technologies for people who are d/Deaf and hard of hearing. In 2018, through publishing a critical reflection of his travel experiences [24], he pioneered the use of autoethnography at ASSETS Jain identifies as hard of hearing and used real-time captioning service during his internship.

Danielle Bragg is a researcher affiliated with the Ability Team, who often attends the Ability Team meetings and collaborates with the team. She is a member of a different lab, which is located in a different city, and sometimes joined the Ability Team meetings remotely even prior to the pandemic. Her research focuses on building systems that expand access to information for those with sensory disabilities. She was an intern mentor this summer.

John Tang is a researcher on the Ability Team with research interests around understanding the accessibility of remote collaboration technology and identifying design implications for the technology. During the summer, he mentored Maitraye Das and another intern. He has always worked remotely from the rest of the Ability Team that is co-located in the Puget Sound area of Washington.

Finally, in this paper when we refer to the experiences of disabled interns, we are referring only to those who disclosed their disability status and chose to share their experiences with us, though there may have been other disabled team members. The experiences of the disabled interns who contributed to this work do not necessarily extend to other people with disabilities on the team.

4.2 Regular Activities and Technical Infrastructure

In Microsoft’s first ever all-virtual internship, the Ability Team replicated many in-person experiences typically offered during summer internships. Work meetings, such as the weekly Ability Team meeting that existed pre-COVID, persisted in virtual form over group video calls. During these meetings the team introduced interns, shared announcements, discussed research, and gave presentations. To replicate impromptu socialization, the Ability Team manager created
weekly meetings intended for non-work conversation. Interns created their own weekly lunch chats among themselves, which became a social space for talking about topics from research to favorite restaurants.

Microsoft Teams and email were the primary tools used to support remote collaboration and communication. Microsoft Teams is a combined communication tool and file management system. Both direct messaging and channels for groups of employees were made for text-based conversations. Video calling was a supported and integrated feature from the start of the summer, but rapidly evolved as Microsoft Teams became more popular and released new features. In video calls, users were able to turn on and off their camera and microphone. Microsoft Teams automatically arranged the videos shown to a user, prioritizing people with their cameras on and who are speaking with their voice. However, users could curate who was shown on their screen through a pinning feature. At the beginning, a maximum of nine videos could be shown at a time, but this number increased to 49 later in the summer. A text-based chat was also created for each video call, allowing for simultaneous communication across two main channels; this chat persisted after the meeting ended. Users could also share their screen or an application window, allowing for presentations.

4.3 Accessibility Accommodations

Accommodations were requested this summer to ensure that interns with disabilities had equitable access to all materials and events. These accommodations mainly took two forms: accommodations that people with disabilities established for themselves, and accommodations that required norm changes among the full team.

4.3.1 Self-Established Accommodations. Self-established accommodations were controlled by the intern with a disability and included requesting an ASL interpreter, visual interpreter, or captioner which are often critical for access to meetings and/or company-wide intern events; all of these were requested by individual interns this summer. The availability of these professionals determined the ability of interns to attend events, particularly those that arose spontaneously throughout the summer.

4.3.2 Norm Changes: The List of Best Practices. Other accessibility accommodations required effort and commitment from all team members to be successful, as they altered meeting norms. Accessibility guidelines for the team meetings were established at the beginning of the summer by the manager of the Ability Team. Interns at Microsoft had different start dates, leading to frequent changes in the disabilities represented in the team. Consequently, the Ability Team manager sent out an email every week with the list of accommodations to be followed. The final list of best practices that was communicated to the team via email was the following:

- Please try to speak slowly, so that captioners and interpreters can keep pace! It may help for you to turn on the live AI captions in Teams so you can get a sense of how quickly you are speaking.
- Please introduce yourself (e.g., “This is [Joe]”) when you are talking so that people who are blind or who are following the captions know who is speaking.
- Please make sure any presentations (powerpoint, video, etc.) follow best practices for accessibility – run the accessibility checker on your slides! Follow these guidelines for accessible presentations: http://www.sigaccess.org/welcome-to-sigaccess/resources/accessible-presentation-guide/
- If you are walking around during a meeting, please turn off your video to avoid triggering nausea in participants prone to motion sickness. Please also avoid using “blurred” backgrounds, which are triggering nausea in some participants. If you are presenting a document, please try to limit scrolling, which can also trigger nausea – slides that fit in a single frame rather than a scrolled word document may help with this.
While this email was circulated regularly, this information was not available outside the email. Additionally, accommodations were shared late in the summer that were not included in this list. For example, Bragg and Glasser developed a guide for how a presenter can show both the active interpreter’s video and their slides during a presentation and how to pin presenters who use ASL. However, these accommodations were not added to the list of best practices.

5 VIGNETTES OF OUR EXPERIENCES

Our experiences this summer were shaped by the intersection of our diverse backgrounds, our technological tools (Teams), and our accessibility group norms. To demonstrate the complex interweaving of these key factors, we share short stories from our time together.

5.1 Virtual inaccessibility: “You’re on mute”

One meeting, Jain, who is hard of hearing, presented to the group. Jain was on mute and started sharing his screen, which meant that he could only see his own video and the video of the person who most recently spoken. While we tried to alert him that he was still on mute, it seemed impossible to get his attention. Since we knew he couldn’t hear us, we tried waving our hands and typing messages in the shared chat; nothing worked. Eventually, one participant made a paper sign that said “you’re on mute”, but even that took a while to become visible because he had to speak long enough for his video to be shown. This experience pointed out a cascade of accessibility problem with the video conferencing software while sharing slides that disrupted the meeting.

5.2 The multi-modal scavenger hunt

The Ability Team had a morale event that featured a multi-modal scavenger hunt. Members of the team were invited to create accessible, anonymous submissions in response to broad prompts (e.g., “Find something that’s always missing”). During the event, only a few people created submissions. Some creative submissions incorporated visual and audio elements, like a drizzle of oil sizzling in a pan. Those who did not submit either felt that it was too challenging or not possible to make a submission that was accessible or near-equally engaging for all people on the team (e.g., a photo is a much richer experience for sighted people than alt text is to blind people).

Another activity at the morale event was a “passing the ball” task. In Teams’ Together Mode, videos of all participants are placed in a single scene with a virtual background. The task at hand was to take a physical object and virtually “pass” it to one’s neighbor in the scene. The first people who received the ball from their virtual neighbors were Potluri and Jain, who took some time to pass on the ball because of inaccessibilities and confusion. As Tang reflects: “Again, the activity ran immediately into an accessibility delay, where we had to sufficiently explain the activity for Potluri to respond in concert with the other participants. So, right off the bat of an experimental, accessible activity, we ran into some awkward delays involving accessibility.”

6 FINDINGS

Through working on a mixed-ability team this summer, several themes arose as key factors that impacted our experiences. The interconnectedness of the themes cannot be overstated. For example, the presence of power dynamics in an interaction could improve or hinder the allyship or accessibility of a meeting. Therefore, we encourage readers to read the entire section, even if they are seeking information about one theme, as the understanding of an individual theme is not complete without understanding of its interplay with others.
6.1 Virtually induced (in)accessibility

Meeting “virtually”, exclusively through online collaboration technologies, directly impacted accessibility, especially because many of our group meetings included a mixed set of abilities that involved a combination of assistive technologies or accommodations. We first discuss how meeting virtually afforded accessibility opportunities, before detailing the challenges raised.

6.1.1 Virtual meeting accessibility opportunities. Extending prior work [47] we found that the multiple modalities of the video conferencing software offered some accessibility advantages. The inclusion of text chat in all video calls [39] meant that people could easily choose a modality of contributing that fit their abilities. The text chat provided a convenient and efficient way to share specific information, such as names and URLs, providing more convenience than in-person meeting, where names would have to be spelled out or shared on an additional tool. Since these links persisted in the chat after the meeting, the burden of notetaking was reduced.

6.1.2 Virtual meeting inaccessibility challenges. While the video conferencing software we used meets basic accessibility requirements, our usage among a team with mixed abilities revealed some challenges largely revolving around 1) incompatibility between video-conferencing software and assistive technologies and practices employed by people with diverse abilities, which often led to 2) decreased visibility of disability and increased access labor.

Our video conferencing software created several access barriers for people who use ASL. The team encountered issues around not being able to see participants who communicated through ASL (which meant that they never created sound, which the video conferencing software used to prioritize video streams to display). To address this issue of video prioritization, we recommended an accommodation of pinning the video of ASL users. However, this distributed solution required each meeting participant to individually remember to do so, as there was no mechanism to pin that video stream for everyone. Bragg reflected: “It was quite frustrating to me when my mentee’s video [who was deaf and communicated via ASL through an interpreter] was not included in the set of videos displayed during large meetings ... it seemed that in many cases the other meeting participants were happy to continue without taking action to remedy the situation.” Not seeing the signer meant that the expressive affect of the person was lost. It also resulted in confusion among participants over who was contributing (e.g., several attendees confusing the interpreter for the deaf individual), and more generally, unequal access and inclusion.

Seeing critical people, such as an interpreter or a speaker, was more problematic when a participant decided to share screen. The video call’s interface gave more screen space to screen sharing, which was afforded by reducing the number of video tiles and the space for live text captioning. This change limiting screen real-estate when screen sharing could mean losing sight of an ASL interpreter, unless their video tile was pinned. Bragg and Glasser’s lab spent considerable time developing a protocol when meetings involved screen sharing, where the slide presenter pinned the interpreter, and then did a full screenshare that included the slides and interpreter. This wasn’t a perfect solution though, as internet connectivity impacting video stream quality became more of an issue, and people often talked during transitions between interpreters or other technical problems. It also took many rounds of iterating, escalating, and collaborating with technical support and leadership to get this solution implemented.

Another issue with ASL interpreters was that they appeared in the video conferencing software’s interface without any information about whom they were supporting. Park commented that, in the context of in-person meetings, ASL interpreters were typically positioned across from the person they were supporting and clearly maintained eye contact with them. In contrast, ASL interpreters in the video conferencing software appeared in their own video tile, often
without explanation, and were unlinked to the people they supported. Tang noted: “It just seemed like accessibility practices (like ASL interpreters and captioners) were silently introduced to meetings, without any explanation or guidance around best practices. I recognize there is a design tension, as you don’t want to draw undue attention towards an accessibility accommodation, but there’s also quite a bit to learn how to interact with the accessibility resources which are not always self-evident.” This lack of context around interpreters sometimes created confusion, especially early in the summer. Introducing new interns from a list of meeting participants became awkward when people did not realize if an unfamiliar person was a new intern or an ASL interpreter.

Similar to ASL interpretations, the captioning delays led to less equitable access to DHH caption users, particularly in online settings that limited the shared awareness of those delays. Turning on live text captioning was a choice for each participant, so those who did not turn it on were unaware of the delay. Begel, after turning on captions, reflected: “I never noticed before that Teams’ captions have a delay which led to me reading the caption of the [one] speaker as another person already started talking. That led to some difficulty following the thread of the conversation whenever it moved through the DHH speaker.” This delay was even less visible if someone was using a private CART or ASL interpreter, which wasn’t seen by any other meeting participant. Because there was no shared awareness of these delays, people were not getting feedback on how to pace their conversations relative to the delays involved in communicating with everyone.

Moreover, the limited view that meeting participants saw of a disabled intern often did not include their accommodations. For example, if people went to breakout rooms, interpreters and deaf participants could be separated. Therefore, participants using captioners or interpreters often performed a considerable amount of access labor to develop creative workarounds, which involved joining the main meeting and a separate video call on a separate device with an interpreter. However, this labor was obfuscated by the video conferencing software.

As a consequence of this hidden access labor, inaccessibility in virtual settings was great, perhaps greater than in-person meetings, when norms or accommodations were broken. For example, the absence of a captioner is easy to miss in virtual meetings, whereas it would have been visually obvious to sighted people during in-person meetings, and colleagues may adjust their speaking speed or come up with more accessible modes of communication. Similarly, one intern, Mack, experienced severe motion sickness that was triggered by several video presentations in meetings over the summer. While someone closing their eyes to avoid watching a problematic video or becoming physically ill is very visible in person, it is almost impossible to notice virtually. Davis noted: “After presenting my research at the lab meeting, a fellow intern mentioned to me that one of my slides with a time lapse video as the background caused them severe nausea. I had no idea this could potentially be an issue... The intern said that they often didn’t mention these things... I wish I had known sooner.” Without visual cues of nausea (e.g., Mack looking unfocused or pale during meetings), Mack had to choose between either repeatedly getting sick from people’s videos without their knowledge or starting a direct conversation with a peer or mentor.

While access to multiple modalities for communicating (video, audio, text chat, etc.) enabled some accessibility opportunities, it also introduced challenges in attending to all of these modalities during a meeting. The text channel was often used for concurrent side chat or sharing information like links. It also allowed multi-tasking by participating in other concurrent chats, unrelated to the meeting. This problem of split-attention, while experienced by non-disabled virtual meeting participants [39], may be exacerbated for disabled participants. For example, Potluri reflected: “Our computers’ ability to help us multi-task induces stress because of a perceived expectation to be at multiple places (in a meeting + an other chat for example) at the same time... With both the meeting audio, and the screen reader blaring notifications in my ears, I couldn’t concentrate on the meeting after a point and I even dropped off a few meetings as I felt
that I was being disrespectful to the speaker by pretending to be there, and not really listening.” Attention splitting was also felt by Jain who had to follow captions and chat content.

6.2 Power Dynamics

Upholding accommodation norms was a core value of our team, but power dynamics affected our degree of success. Das noted: “Following “best practices” or guidelines that come from top down (e.g., the manager...) helps to set the tone of the meetings and make others aware and mindful of adapting to practices that are more accessible.” For instance, in the Ability Team meetings, we found that if senior members announced their names before speaking, other people were more likely to follow. Contrarily, if a senior researcher did not follow the agreed upon set of norms, there was often poorer adherence.

The presence of hierarchy within the team made it difficult for junior team members to advocate for behavior changes. One intern, Mack, noted the inner conflict that she felt when senior researchers were not following the norms: “I occasionally put a reminder of ‘are we still saying our name before we speak?’ in the chat, but it felt so weird to correct others when most of them are very senior researchers who you are praying will think highly of you when you’re on the job market. I wish more [full-time employees] had called this out.” These were not people that she felt comfortable correcting because of the power differential and desire to make a good impression. But, at the same time, she felt guilty for not calling out those breaking the norms, as reminding people to adhere to the norms is an important part of being an ally to her disabled friends on the team.

At the same time, it can be difficult for senior team members to determine when their advocacy will be helpful or harmful. Bragg presents an example of a similar conflict created by power dynamics, but from the perspective of a full-time researcher. She commented: “As a mentor to a person with a disability, it can be difficult to strike the right balance between shielding the intern from having to advocate for themselves, and making sure that you are not speaking/advocating for them unwantedly.” We see that someone in a position of power, like Bragg, can help improve the access for disabled team members by setting examples or addressing accessibility issues when they arise. However, there may be circumstances when an intern does not want to draw attention to their disability or access needs. Interns may also prefer to advocate for themselves in general, knowing their own needs far better than their mentor. If a mentor continues to advocate in these situations, an intern may feel embarrassed or patronized. Such concerns and considerations may prevent senior team members from speaking on behalf of more junior team members, even while cognizant of accessibility issues.

6.3 Difficulty remembering accessible practices

In the list of accommodation we created (see 4.3.2), some of the enumerated items included multiple requested actions (e.g., the guidelines around motion sickness), while others listed a single specific action (e.g., stating one’s name). Keeping track of and implementing multiple behavior changes while also engaging in meeting content proved to be a challenge for many meeting participants.

Difficulties implementing accommodations were compounded by the novelty of the accommodations to some people. Many team members had experience with some disabilities, but not all. As a result, nearly all meeting participants faced a learning curve in learning how to follow accessible practices. Tang added: “I remember the first time I was called out for not verbally identifying myself before speaking at the [team] meeting on July 2, I quickly moved from being annoyed to realizing I needed to learn a new practice, and it just took a little nudge for me to make that shift–I think we needed more of that throughout.”
Changes in the set of accommodations that needed to be implemented in different meetings due to the variation in group membership compounded difficulties. The set of meeting attendees was not constant, and as a new disability appeared or disappeared from the group, the list of accommodations that needed to be top of mind changed. This summer, the attendee list was particularly prone to fluctuate, as interns began and ended their internship experiences on different timelines. Bragg reflected: “It becomes increasingly difficult to always remember all of the accessibility protocols during meetings as the number of disabilities grows … This becomes more difficult if you are an occasional meeting participant, and if the set of disabilities/accommodations changes over time.”

Likely as a result of the cognitive overload, it was common for people to drift away from the guidelines. For example, meeting discussions would often begin with each person saying their name as they began to speak, but would be abandoned by the end. Participants entered each experience with the intention of inclusivity, but struggled to maintain inclusive behaviors. This drift away from adherence to guidelines occurred during individual meetings, but also over the course of the summer. Davis commented: “I noticed each week that there was a solid attempt to say our names prior to speaking. However, as the meetings continued, this practice rather quickly deteriorated.”

Difficulty implementing accommodations seemed to correlate with how clearly the accommodations were outlined for the group. In particular, the group largely failed at implementing accommodations related to motion-sickness, which were all grouped together into a single bullet, regardless of when and how the accommodations needed to be implemented. This was likely a result of how these accommodations were curated – requested by individuals with particular disabilities – rather than by how they would need to be consumed – by meeting participants with particular roles (e.g. presenter vs. attendee) engaging in particular activities (e.g. preparing a presentation vs. engaging in conversation).

6.4 Conflicting access needs

Maintaining coordination and communication among people with diverse access needs and strategies led to situations where these needs conflicted with each other [11, 21]. For example, as noted before, Teams’ limited screen real-estate during screen sharing often excluded the interpreters’ videos. Bragg described the dichotomy in presenting during meetings to ensure interpreter visibility: “…we came up with a protocol where the meeting presenter shared their screen, which included both the pinned interpreter and the meeting slides. This enabled everybody in the lab to view the interpreter at a reasonable size while simultaneously viewing the [presentation]. However, sometimes this resulted in the slides (especially text) becoming prohibitively small to read.” Similarly, when Jain was sharing his screen, the videos of other attendees were very small on his screen, so we were not able to get his attention when he was muted.

Other accommodations could increase access in one dimension while decreasing access in another. For example, performing allyship through backchannels can increase access through advocacy, but splits attention [39], as Jain and Potluri noted earlier. Relatedly, Benetau, a sighted, hearing person, described challenges in adapting to the influx of information in multiple modalities during a remote meeting with automatic captioning. She was distracted and overwhelmed since “the speaker used a high rate of speech so there were lots and lots of words being typed on the screen, more than I would be able to read at a time, and they were also disappearing faster than I could keep up.”

Further, creating content that everyone could participate in required carefully navigating conflicting access needs. We observed a striking example of this challenge during our virtual scavenger hunt. Davis reflected: “I spent a considerable amount of time brainstorming multimodal sensory recordings that would be usable by as many people in the group as possible. Recording the ducks (see Figure 1), for example, took over an hour and a half and comprised 37 separate recordings because I needed the ducks to be visible, make a sound, and not have the camera move too much (since a shaky camera
phone recording could cause motion sickness).” Davis’s experience sheds light on the care and labor needed to make content multimodal, so that diverse team members could access them.

### 6.5 Allyship

Allyship was key for gaining access and feeling supported in lapses in the Ability Team and company-wide events in following accessibility guidelines. Being fully online provided a unique new channel for allyship: back-channeling via text messaging. Allies harnessed both the group chat associated with each meeting and direct messaging for allyship, allowing allies to explicitly or implicitly call out inaccessible practices. For example, as stated earlier, Mack and other team members throughout the summer used the chat to remind people to say their names before speaking—a explicit reminder. The chat could also be used to mitigate accessibility issues and share implicit reminders. Das reflected: “when the work anniversary video was being played without description, an intern quickly wrote down a short description of the video on chat. She wrote, ‘alt: pictures from M’s friends. ranging from Mt. St. Helens to Texas, pictures of M and his spouse hiking, thank you’s from [team members] saying how much they love the hikes he suggested. Six team members ‘loved’ this message and two others ‘liked’, including one of our interns who is blind. I think it was a very thoughtful and nice gesture from the intern who proactively provided this alt-text.” This method of making up for omitted alt text in the chat was a reasonable, in-the-moment solution [25]. However, splitting a user’s attention between video and chat is not ideal. Therefore, the public meeting chat was a way to mitigate accessibility issues, but was no replacement for prepared, accessible content.

Power dynamics seemed to influence allyship, as more senior team members often had less visibility into discussions about access issues, access labor, and allyship. In contrast, most interns regularly engaged in deep discussions on these topics. We suspect this difference in experiences between full time employees and interns could be due to several factors. First, power dynamics cause tensions between mentors and interns when providing allyship, as Bragg described earlier when she tried to strike a balance between being an ally and not being over-eager. Second, power dynamics often affected the type of information that was conveyed in conversations. For example, one disabled intern, Mack, grew to be close friends with one of the interns this summer, Yamagami. Because of their connection and frequent
communication, Mack shared her daily accessibility issues with Yamagami. In turn, Yamagami became a strong ally for Mack; she would speak up about aspects of events that were problematic for Mack after checking in with her when she felt too shy or bothersome to say them herself.

On the other hand, Mack did not message her manager or other senior team members regularly, and therefore didn’t build this same level of connection with them. Thus, they were not privy to her daily challenges. As Tang noted: “I think I only became aware of Mack’s sensitivity to motion in videos because of the multi-modal scavenger hunt, which is well into the summer season, and if I wasn’t consciously aware of it, I wouldn’t have known to warn about potential motion sensitivity.” Without hearing about the inaccessibilities Mack faced or seeing the effects of triggered motion sickness, Tang was, in a way, excluded in performing effective allyship.

7 DISCUSSION

We reflect on themes arising from our unique setting of multiple people with varying abilities involved in a virtual summer internship. Our work joins that of others who call attention to the ways access is created by establishing group norms [2, 10, 25, 26, 49]. Furthermore, our reflections revealed that the community’s ability and commitment to adhere to these norms determined how supported disabled interns felt and how effectively they could engage with the work content. We then discuss how the invisibility of access labor and disability could be beneficial or harmful to an individual depending on their desire to disclose their disability. Finally, we discuss how attitudes towards accessibility and accommodations norms could impact the success of accommodations.

7.1 Community norm making

In this section, we dive into the mechanics of our groups’ norms and the accommodations requested to understand why we, members of the accessibility research group, still struggled to reach full accessibility.

7.1.1 Norm Selection. The formation of community accommodation norms (i.e., those norms that strengthen accessibility) were crafted according to the individual needs of each disabled intern and changed regularly as interns joined and left the team. Due to the sudden global pandemic, the team needed to choose how and which norms from in-person interactions to translate to a virtual setting. Some common in-person accessibility norms (e.g., speaking clearly for an interpreter) were adopted in a virtual space without much alteration. Other norms became unnecessary virtually. For example, a common norm is to not touch a disabled person without their permission. This norm of no physical contact was inherently satisfied by the virtual context.

In other cases, norms were not translated to a virtual space which caused inequity or confusion. For example, a common norm shared with groups working with signing d/Deaf individuals is to speak to and look at the d/Deaf person, not their interpreter. This in-person norm required adaptation, as verbally communicating interpreters’ videos were prioritized over d/Deaf signers’. However, this issue was not identified until the internship began and was not addressed until weeks later.

Recommendations: Rather than requesting or establishing norms individually, we recommend holding a team discussion to establish norms collectively and holistically as a community. In such a model, all of the access needs of team members can be viewed at once. This structure allows for a more holistic approach of norm creation rather than siloing the accommodations for each individual, and could help minimize accommodation conflicts. Additionally, drawing from interdependent models of communities [2, 23], this process could lead to more accommodations with
benefits for multiple people, including those without disabilities in the team. As Sins Invalid notes: “Everyone has access needs, and they can be talked about without shame” [23].

It is important to note that a few factors complicate this process of community norm formation. First, community discussions including non-disabled and disabled team members about their needs require vulnerability [8, 44]. Team members need to feel comfortable sharing about their needs to allow for the co-creation of norms. Not all disabled people work in places where they would feel safe or comfortable doing so. One way to mitigate this issue could be to encourage all group members, regardless of disability status, to list access needs. For example, a team member who is also a parent might ask that meetings not be held earlier than 10 AM to allow for school preparation. This norm not only might benefit disabled team members (e.g., people with fatigue-related disabilities), but it also normalizes asking for changes.

The second way in which this community-based norm creation process can be complicated is due to changes in group membership (e.g., interns joining in different times). Consequently, we suggest that communities develop a regularly scheduled time to review and adjust norms, which both facilitates the onboarding of new group members and benefits people whose needs change over time. For example, Mack’s motion sickness developed quite suddenly one summer and her fatigue levels changed rapidly. A regularly scheduled review of the norms means there is an established pathway for a person to request changes to norms, which can be more comfortable than instigating a review-of-norms on one’s own. Relatedly, since it is near-impossible to foresee and plan for all access barriers, regularly scheduled team conversations allow accommodating new barriers as they emerge.

Finally, when shifting to a new context (e.g., in-person to remote), groups may explicitly consider both how norms from the prior context might be transferred over and what new norms are needed. This time can also be used to reflect on if access needs that weren’t being met in person can be addressed more successfully in virtual spaces.

7.1.2 Norm sharing and teaching. Norms were shared and explained to team members via an emailed list, grouped by disability. Little to no discussion in meetings accompanied these guidelines. This form factor may have led to ineffective adoption of the norms for a few reasons. First, the list was updated without much announcement. Therefore, it was easy to skim the list and not internalize the new norms or otherwise miss updates. Second, the list was organized by disability. The norms specific to one activity (e.g., presentations) were scattered throughout long bullets of text.

Finally, the list omitted background information, for example, explaining how interpreters are used or how a screen reader is used. We suspect that the requester assumed that this information was known by the accessibility team. However, our experience highlights that new team members can join at any time, and a comprehensive background in accessibility cannot be assumed. For example, Tang realized that he had not consistently carried out the norm of announcing his name before speaking, since he mistakenly assumed that it was unnecessary as people got familiar with each other through the conversation. Without understanding the rationale that those who are DHH are perceiving conversations (through signs or captions) that do not afford familiarity over time, he was not consistently executing the norm in an effective way.

Recommendations: After reflecting on our experience, we discussed the ways in which norms could have been communicated more clearly and effectively.

First, a list grouped by accommodation context rather than disability can make the accommodations more actionable. For example, our accommodations this summer could have been grouped into “conversational norms” and “slide deck norms.” Thus, before one joins a meeting, they are met with a checklist rather than paragraphs from which to extract
accommodations relevant to the meeting. Relatedly, updates to the list should be announced in synchronous meetings, if possible, to ensure that the community is aware of new changes.

Second, to avoid assuming background knowledge of meeting attendees, group members can make a concise list of basic accessibility background for the disabilities present in the group (e.g., what is a visual interpreter), with links to more detailed resources. If possible, the list may include the rationales behind why each norm is needed. An explanation can help people understand how to implement the norm more effectively. This list may benefit existing group members, new group members (e.g., interns), and short-term guests to the community (e.g., guest speakers). When there is a large group of new community members, like a group of interns, going over this information synchronously can help ensure understanding, while also establishing accessibility as an important group value.

7.1.3 Norm execution and accountability. There were three main aspects of our summer meetings that affected the norm execution and accountability. First, as the list of accommodations grew, it became harder and more time consuming for team members to ensure that they followed each accommodation listed. Particularly for conversational norms, team members found it challenging to remember to follow the accommodations every time they spoke. The real-time nature of live meetings does not easily support multitasking (i.e. engaging with accessibility guidelines and conversation simultaneously), or allow much time for corrections.

Second, accommodations were implemented only when the person who the group viewed as needing the accommodations was present. For example, Das and Mack noticed that the norms were followed less strictly in intern lunch meetings where disabled interns were not present than in larger team meetings. This system of norm execution solely in the presence of a disabled person was problematic for a few reasons. First, this system makes it difficult to accommodate everyone, in particular people with undisclosed, invisible disabilities [8, 15]. Additionally, this process led to norms being applied intermittently, which makes it harder for new norms to become habitual.

Finally, we had no established method for correcting people when they failed to follow norms. In a group where members had a wide range of seniority levels, it became uncomfortable for those with less power to correct those with more power [2, 10].

Recommendations: We identify social and technology based interventions that can improve norm execution and accountability.

Regarding social-based interventions, we suggest that, when possible, the community norms be applied during all team meetings, regardless of who attends. Consistent application helps habituate behaviors and allows disabled participants to experience their accommodations without needing to disclose their disability status. Second, we suggest that the community establish norms around how to correct people who break a norm, which may mitigate tensions due to power differentials. Alternatively, having an anonymous way to comment or correct (e.g., being able to write text to the group meeting chat as an anonymous participant) may remove concerns about power dynamics.

Finally, we acknowledge the space for technical contributions in upholding access norms in a virtual setting. Our accessibility failures were partly due to the difficulty of the problem; remembering different needs in different settings is challenging. Therefore, technologically prompted reminders of norms (e.g., Teams prompting: "did you introduce yourself before speaking?") may improve adherence. At the same time, a system that does this task well can shift the access labor from group members with disabilities or their allies to itself.
7.2 Invisibility

We discuss the challenges that were introduced in a fully virtual setting due to the invisibility of access labor, accommodations, and the effects of inaccessibilities in remote settings.

The access labor that people performed tended to be hidden [5, 43] in the virtual setting, making it challenging for allies and team members to understand the scope of the accommodations. For example, in order for Jain to present to the team, he needed to join the main meeting video call, share his screen (which took up most of his screen real estate), and join another video call to communicate with his captioner. The other team members were unaware of the complex set up required to receive captions, which also splits the caption user’s attention. This considerable access labor in a virtual setting led to Jain’s hesitation to join company-wide intern events, while his allies were unaware that his lack of attendance was due to access challenges. More generally, allies for people with disabilities may have a harder time bearing some of the access labor when they are not co-located with the person with a disability.

Similarly, the effects of inaccessibilities could be easily hidden from other team members in virtual settings. In an extreme example, Mack would turn her camera off if she became physically ill from her motion sickness being triggered on video calls. Relatedly, Potluri noted that he silently left a meeting due to feeling overwhelmed from too many audio streams. The hidden nature of many of the consequences of inaccessibilities made it more challenging for allies to identify inaccessible situations. Consequently, allyship was forced to be more proactive in virtual settings. For example, after hearing Mack’s situation, Yamagami was proactive in reaching out to Mack to provide support.

Finally, the virtual setting made the distinction of accommodations and who received them murky, particularly in the case of ASL interpreters. Because interpreters were unlinked, Park, Das, and Davis commented that they were unclear of the interpreter’s role (i.e., not a team member) and who the interpreter was interpreting for. Tang noted this was especially confusing when the perceived gender of the interpreter for one male colleague changed mid-meeting.

Recommendations: Because the virtual context makes key aspects of disability and accessibility hidden, we suggest a few tips for allies to help improve accessibility. First, we suggest creating ways of making access needs and accommodation use more explicit in virtual settings. For example, this may include developing methods for linking interpreters or other accessibility support members to the person they work with. Interpreters can preface their name on the video call with “[name]’s interpreter”. Additionally, when a person is using an interpreter, participants sharing their name before their thoughts can help reinforce this connection to who is communicating, which is helpful in large groups [26]. From a more high-tech perspective, an ideal solution would be for an interpreter’s voice to be linked to the Deaf signer’s video. For example, when Glasser signed and his interpreter spoke, the software could recognize the signer and the role of the interpreter and show only Glasser’s video. Second, disabled members may explain how they would prefer to engage in meetings, if they are comfortable to share. For example, Jain could explain his complex setup or state “if you need to reach out to me, reach out via a text message.” Ideally, as video conferencing platforms evolve, they should build accessibility features into the platform, thus decreasing the access burden for the disabled participant.

Allyship also became more difficult in a virtual setting due to the invisibility of access labor and the effects of inaccessibilities in virtual meetings. We suggest that allies take a proactive approach in providing support [19], without being overbearing. Similarly, it can be harder to identify if a disabled person is experiencing inaccessibility. Unprompted access check-in’s may be appreciated, and may be even more critical for mentors/managers to do with their mentees, as our experiences highlight the natural team and power dynamics that may make it more difficult for interns to share access issues with their managers.
Additionally, our work demonstrated a new communication channel available to allies because of the virtual setting: back-channeling. This affordance may allow for more effective allyship in some cases. For example, Bragg felt a tension around when she should speak up for her mentee. An established back-channel could allow her to ask her intern with a disability if he wants her to speak up instead of assuming that help is needed [9, 21]. On the other hand, use of back-channels for allyship has the disadvantage of making ally work invisible. Team members should initiate conversations around if and when it is appropriate to make accessibility issues and/or allyship visible.

7.3 Attitudes towards accessibility

As mentioned by Das and Bragg, the Ability Team had a positive attitude towards accessibility and making the team more inclusive. However, sometimes we still made mistakes; being fully accessible and equitable to people with a diverse set of abilities is complex. We now reflect on areas in which our positive attitudes towards access were beneficial and situations where a shift in attitude may have been useful.

7.3.1 Attitudes when norms are not followed. In moments where norms were not followed, authors expressed tensions between wanting to support disabled team members, but not wanting to call out team members. Note that Mack used the words “calling out” in her reflections; this phrasing carries an unintentional undertone of attributing blame to a person.

Recommendations: Reflecting on this mindset, we consider the effects of changing “calling out” to “reminding”. Reminding someone of norms assumes the best of their intentions (i.e., they want to be accessible, but struggle with remembering). Therefore, when someone is reminded that they did not follow a norm, it may be better received and imply less blame for the person who made the mistake. Explicitly acknowledging a group norm that anyone has permission to remind other group members about accessibility norms, regardless of seniority, would help establish this mindset. This change in mindset could lead to more positive experiences when norms are not followed and reaffirm the team’s goal of inclusivity.

7.3.2 Attitudes when norms have not been made. Regardless of how well a community plans when creating their access norms, they will often still encounter novel situations where norms do not apply. For example, during our team morale event, we quickly discovered inaccessible situations which we had not planned for (e.g., virtually ‘passing’ a ball). As Tang reflected, it was both “awkward” and delayed the activity.

Upon discussion, we identified potential reasons for why people may have labeled these inaccessibilities as awkward. The ball passing was a new type of activity that had never been tested before, and it was executed for the first time with the full Ability Team (∼30 people). There was social pressure to make the activity a seamless experience. This influence may have influenced the reaction to inaccessibilities that we had never encountered before, and therefore had no norms for. The team’s reaction was to push through the inaccessibility with little delay, i.e., get past the “awkwardness” quickly.

Recommendations: Imagining how to improve interactions where norms do not apply, we suggest pausing when new inaccessibilities are encountered. Instead of viewing situations as “awkward”, we suggest adopting a growth mindset in digging into understanding the inaccessibility. Though this approach does take more time, the team can work together to co-create a solution, which will likely lead to a more equitable experience for the person facing the inaccessibility than an approach of sweeping inaccessibility under the rug. A willingness to create in-situ accommodations is critical since all access barriers cannot be predicted ahead of time [25].
8 CONCLUSION

Due to the pandemic, our team at Microsoft Research experienced a fully-virtual internship on a team with mixed abilities. Through our autoethnography, we share our rich, personal experiences and discuss the key features that combined in unique ways to shape the accessibility of our team: virtually induced (in)accessibility, power dynamics, remembering lengthy and conflicting accommodations, and allyship. Finally, we reflect on practices around community norm formation, the invisibility of disability and access labor, and team attitudes, commenting both on successful and unsuccessful approaches. We note that there are several opportunities for technology to support the accessibility of virtual teams. Particularly as video calling and conferencing software are evolving rapidly now, we ask platforms to build with accessibility in mind, and for scripted plugins to allow for more customizable accessibility features.
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